Neuropathological effects of intracerebral platinum salt injections.
Multiple intracerebral injections of a mixture of platinum salts were made in 9 adult cats and the brains studied by light and electron microscopy at 5-12 days post injection. At the center of the lesions normal cortical architecture was completely replaced by edematous areas containing lipid-laden macrophages and cellular debris. The lesion periphery was characterized by perivascular edema and degenerative changes including cytoplasmic lipid inclusions and vacuolations with selective vulnerability of neurons. Membranous cytoplasmic bodies (MCB), zebra bodies and multiple nucleoli were observed in several cell types. This ultrastructural pattern, mimicked to some extent, that observed following electrical stimulation of brain following chronically implanted platinum and rhodium electrodes. The induction of zebra bodies and MCB, both of which are morphologic features of human neurolipidoses associated with congenital enzyme deficiencies, suggests an inhibitory effect of platinum on brain enzymes. Functional electrical stimulation of brain and other organs is currently being employed in a wide variety of clinical applications (14, 15). A mandatory consideration is that of the long-term effects of the stimuli as well as the electrodes themselves on the tissues involved. The histological effects and mechanisms of tissue damage following chronic application of electrical stimuli to brain have been the subject of several investigations in this laboratory (1, 14-18). Factors contributing to neural damage induced by electrical stimulation include noxious products resulting from electrode dissolution. In vitro studies employing electrochemical (3,9) and scanning electron microscopy (6) techniques have established that erosion of noble metal electrodes occurs, even when passing relatively small stimulation currents. Such electrode dissolution is of particular importance in long term applications of neural prostheses. The present study was initiated to assess the contribution of platinum electrode erosion products to neurla damage following electrical stimulation of brain, specifically to distinguish morphological changes resulting directly from electrode solubilization as opposed to electrical factors. Accordingly, intracerebral injections of graded volumes of platinum salts were made in an attempt to stimulate the presence of platinum electrode dissolution products.